Our Story
Lin's Farm has been at the forefront of family farming
and beekeeping for generations. With over 45 years in
healthy food innovation and the art of flavor pairing,
we know how to wow your senses!
Honey and superfoods are our specialty. We harness
the natural deliciousness of wildflower honey and
Mediterranean dates—combined with other treats of
nature—to create one-of-a-kind culinary products that
promise to delight and surprise you.
At our local factory, our team is constantly exploring
novel
food
ideas
and
nutrient-rich
superfoods. We simply
love creating exciting
new things for you to
eat!
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HACCP & ISO Food Safety Certified

All of our products
are 100% natural and
minimally processed—
free of preservatives,
chemicals,
and artificial
sweeteners.
Our unique line includes
monofloral honeys from
the Holy Land, aromatic
flavored honeys, beehive
superfoods, gourmet chocolate date butters, superfood
tahini products, and award-winning marinades &
dressings—each carefully crafted delicacy a fusion of
the very finest ingredients in their purest form.
Our honey and date-based foodie products are all
about boosting your health, but most of all, every lipsmacking delight crafted by Lin’s Farm is
guaranteed to positively wow your senses.
Certified Kosher Pareve

Our Superfood Ingredients
Superfoods are nutrient-dense wonders of nature, rich in vitamins, minerals, and antioxidants.
At Lin’s Farm, all of our products are based on superfood ingredients!

Sesame

Pomegranate

Beehive Products

Spirulina

Date Honey

Turmeric

Cocoa Solids

Berries

Ginger
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Monofloral Honeys from the Holy Land

These pure honeys are made from various floral nectars sourced from
regions across Israel — from the Sea of Galilee, through the Mountains of
Jerusalem, to the Negev Desert.
Each honey has its unique flavor,aroma and health benefits.Their healing
properties have been well known since the times of the Bible.
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Aromatic Flavored Honeys

Honey production is at the heart of Lin’s Farm! Our classic wildflower
honey is light and smooth, with a sweetness so delicate, you’ll be making
it a kitchen staple. But we wanted to delight you even more, so we added
a touch of natural fruit and florals that will wow your taste buds every
time.
Our aromatic wildflower honeys are positively blooming with
fragrance and flavor! Get ready for exquisite surprises like refreshing
mint-lime, floral raspberry-rose, and sweet strawberry-vanilla. And for
those of you who crave a spicy kick, we’ve got a deliciously piquant honey
with a perfect blend of jalapeño and pineapple!

Enjoy in hot drinks &
smoothies, on toast &
sandwiches, in
salad dressings,
cooking, and
baking, or simply
drizzle over your
favorite breakfast
or dessert!
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Beehive Superfoods

With over 45 years in beekeeping and honey making, perhaps our
greatest craft at Lin's Farm is harnessing the power of healing naturally
found in the beehive. Whether you're an athlete, a mom-on-the go, or just
a healthy food lover, our beehive superfoods are sure to bring you the boost
you've been looking for!
Our unique line of antioxidant-rich products is based on bee-made
honey and superfoods straight from the hive—propolis and royal
jelly. Royal jelly is an excellent source of natural energy, well known for
its anti-aging and healing properties; and propolis has been famously
hailed as “nature’s antibiotic”.
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Enjoy these
enriched
honeys right
off the spoon,
add them to
smoothies,
or drizzle
them over
your favorite
breakfast!

Marinades & Dressings

At Lin’s Farm we believe that a good marinade not only keeps your
food moist and flavorful, but actually makes it healthier! That’s
why our all-natural marinades and dressings are based on our flagship
farm favorites—wildflower honey and date honey.
We’ve taken these sweet, antioxidant-rich nectars and combined
them with the very finest ingredients to create truly sensational
flavors for all your grilling and cooking needs.Each carefully crafted sauce
is elegantly bottled and ready to use, featuring a fusion of Mediterranean
delights like pomegranate and sweet orange, and zesty world spices like
ginger, chili, and curry.

Our marinades & dressings
are recommended for cooking,
grilling, roasting, barbecuing,
and fresh salads. Use with meat,
poultry, fish, vegetables, and soy.
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NEW! Family-Friendly Squeeze Bottles

Our line of culinary delights in squeezable bottles makes it easy
for the whole family to use Lin's Farm products, both at home and
on the go!
Featuring our unique bottle design which offers a comfortable grip and
controlled squeezing for easy and clean use, these bottles are perfect for
picnics, parties, and at-home dining for both kids and adults.
Currently available in squeeze bottles: pure wildflower honey,vegan datehoney marinades & dressings, barbecue sauces, and pomegranate-based
marinades & dressings.ginger, chili, and curry.
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Mediterranean Gift Boxes
Lin’s Farm gourmet gift boxes are a delicious celebration
of our finest innovative food products!
Made from 100% pure & natural ingredients and featuring one-of-a-kind flavor combinations from the shores of
the Mediterranean, our gourmet gift line is overflowing with exquisite delicacies like flavored wildflower honeys,
decadent chocolate date butters, unique marinades, sweet and savory tahini products, Israeli olive oils, and quality
local wines.
From charming miniature delights to luxurious statement
packages laden with our absolute favorite goodies, you
are guaranteed to find the perfect gift for every type of
occasion!
*Available in a wide
range of sizes and
packed in beautifully
crafted boxes made from
all natural materials.
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Tasteable Greeting Cards
Unique greeting cards filled with sweet blessings & a delicious
taste of our signature honey, made from wildflowers of the
Jerusalem mountains.

• Customizable for all occasions
• Miniature gifts perfect for private
& corporate events
• Ideal for duty-free & gift store chains
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Superfood Tahini

Lin's Farm tahini products are made from premium quality sesame
seeds that have been gently stone-ground to creamy deliciousness.
Blended with superfoods like spirulina, turmeric, and date honey, our
protein-rich tahinis are chock-full of flavor and nutrients.
Our green tahini brings you the benefits of spirulina—a powerful
antioxidant high in nutrients—and our yellow tahini serves up a bold,
flavorful dose of turmeric—a potent anti-inflammatory. Add to this our
signature date honey—rich in fiber and potassium—and you’ve got
superfood goodness on a spoon!

Enjoy our tahini products all on
their own, or use in salads, dips,
sandwiches and cooking.
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Chocolate Date Butters

Made with pure date honey and 100% cocoa solids, our decadent
chocolate date butters will have you at hello! Date honey – or Silan – is
a staple Mediterranean delicacy, rich in antioxidants, fiber and potassium.
We’ve blended this superfood with pure cocoa to create a velvety, chocolaty
indulgence that you can enjoy with all your favorite foods. But we didn’t stop
there—we added a touch of some perfect dark chocolate pairings just to make
every buttery spoonful that much more unforgettable.
Choose from flavors like refreshing mint, sweet orange, and tropical
coconut, or try our extra creamy version made with pure hazelnut
butter. This delight is for foodies and kids alike, and the good news is that it
is packed with nutrients!
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Spread on toast &
sandwiches, drizzle over
breakfasts & desserts,
add to smoothies & hot
drinks, and use creatively
in cooking & baking.

Single Serving Packs

Single servings can be ordered in a variety of sizes & packaging types.
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Lin's Farm Factory & Offices:
13 HaSatat St. Modi'in, Israel
+972-8-941-5859
Contact Person:
Netta Lin Cohen, CEO
+972-54-2207955
lin@linfarm.co.il
Bee Farm & Visitor Center:
34 HaMeyasdim St. Kfar Bilu, Israel
Visit Us
www.linfarm.com
www.facebook.com/mesheklin

